Experiments on vertically oscillated granular layers in an evacuated container reveal a sequence of well-defined pattern bifurcations as the container acceleration is increased. [6,7] and period doublings.
The transport, mixing, and segregation of granular materials is important in industries ranging from food to mineral processing, yet a basic understanding of the physical mechanisms underlying the collective dynamics of grains is lacking. Recent experiments on vertically vibrated granular materials show a variety of phenomena including heap formation and convection [1, 2] , size segregation [3] , and traveling waves [4] . These phenomena, although of practical importance, are caused by surrounding gas and/or sidewall driving [5] , leaving open the question of whether there is any intrinsic self-organized behavior in these systems. We report here robust patterns that arise spontaneously, not from interstitial gas or sidewall forcing, but from correlations induced by multiple collisions between the grains and by the coherent motion of the particle layer and the container.
Our experiments on vertically vibrated granular layers yield spatial patterns composed of standing waves that oscillate at either one-half or one-quarter of the drive frequency f . Spatial domains of different relative phase separated by phase discontinuities (kinks) appear in all patterns except those just beyond the initial instability. Examples of stripes, squares, hexagons, kinks, and a disordered state are presented in Fig. 1 . Figure 2 (Fig. 2) Fig. 3(a) ]. As Fig. 3(e) Fig. 1(b) .
As I is increased further, the amplitude of the hexagonal pattern decreases until y/y, ";, ( 1 and standing waves disappear.
The layer now consists of flat domains connected by a kink, as shown in Fig. 1(c) INT-9415709. 
